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The Basics of Team-Based Learning

“An evidence based collaborative learning teaching strategy designed around units of instruction, known as “modules,” that are taught in a three-step cycle…” – Team-Based Learning Collaborative

Learn more at: http://www.teambasedlearning.org/
The Basics of Team-Based Learning

① Readiness Process

Foundational knowledge learned through multimedia instructor-guided pre-class materials

Out of class

② Readiness Assurance

Individual and team readiness assurance test with immediate feedback

In class

③ 4S Activities

Significant problem
Same problem
Specific choice
Simultaneous report

Learn more at: http://www.teambasedlearning.org/
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Virtual Readiness Assurance: IF-AT Card Alternatives

IF-AT = immediate feedback assessment technique
Virtual 4S Application Exercises
Keys to Success

Structure & Routine
Effective Facilitation
Permanent Teams
Meaningful Activities
Adaptability
Learning Objectives & Contact Information

• Describe the potential student benefits of using team-based learning in the virtual environment

• List technologies that can aid in effective implementation of virtual team-based learning

Questions about team-based learning or how to implement? Contact me!